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help extension parserfunctions mediawiki - the parserfunctions extension provides eleven additional parser functions to
supplement the magic words which are already present in mediawiki it may be configured to provide additional parser
functions for string handling these string functions are documented elsewhere all the parser functions provided by this
extension take the form, ecmascript language specification ecma 262 edition 5 1 - 1 scope this standard defines the
ecmascript scripting language 2 conformance a conforming implementation of ecmascript must provide and support all the
types values objects properties functions and program syntax and semantics described in this specification, xpath and
xquery functions and operators 3 1 - note that this function signature is different from a signature in which the parameter
is omitted see for example the two signatures for fn string in the first signature the parameter is omitted and the argument
defaults to the context item referred to as, ecmascript 2015 language specification ecma 262 6th edition - this ecma
standard defines the ecmascript 2015 language it is the sixth edition of the ecmascript language specification since
publication of the first edition in 1997 ecmascript has grown to be one of the world s most widely used general purpose
programming languages it is best known as the, xpath and xquery functions and operators 3 0 - 1 3 function overloading
in general the specifications named above do not support function overloading in the sense that functions that have multiple
signatures with the same name and the same number of parameters are not supported, how archimedes burned those
roman ships discoblog - here s the situation you spot roman attack ships headed for your shores do you order your troops
to ready the cannons or in an ancient macgyver move do you use a parabolic mirror, rome and romania roman emperors
friesian school - rome and romania 27 bc 1453 ad emperors of the roman and the so called byzantine empires princes
kings and tsars of numidia judaea bulgaria serbia wallachia moldavia, roman fever and other stories edith wharton
cynthia - roman fever and other stories edith wharton cynthia griffin wolff on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers
a side from her pulitzer prize winning talent as a novel writer edith wharton also distinguished herself as a short story writer,
gay eroticism roman boy gladiators blogger - the street corners and alley ways of rome were full of homeless orphaned
boys who lived by their wits stealing and offering themselves for rough sex often up against a wall in a dark back street,
string manipulation in loadrunner my load test - hi i am using for loop to repeat first transaction after completing for loop
second transaction should start the script work well without parameterization on one variable but when the parameterization
is used the for loop is using same first value value for the entire loop, browse by author g project gutenberg - 33000 free
ebooks online did you know that you can help us produce ebooks by proof reading just one page a day go to distributed
proofreaders, valid javascript variable names in es5 mathias bynens - note this article is based on the ecmascript 5
specification for the updated es2015 version see valid javascript variable names in es2015 did you know var math pi is
syntactically valid javascript i thought this was pretty cool so i decided to look into which unicode glyphs are allowed in
javascript variable names or identifiers as the ecmascript specification calls them, fibonacci numbers the golden section
and the golden string - this is the home page for dr ron knott s multimedia web site on the fibonacci numbers the golden
section and the golden string hosted by the mathematics department of the university of surrey uk, retired site pbs
programs pbs - if you are a teacher searching for educational material please visit pbs learningmedia for a wide range of
free digital resources spanning preschool through 12th grade
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